EV (ELECTRO-VOICE®) INTRODUCES NEW LOW PROFILE MODEL,
EVID C8.2LP, TO EVID™ CEILING LOUDSPEAKER LINE
DALLAS, TEXAS (March 13, 2003): EV (Electro-Voice) introduces new low
profile model, EVID C8.2LP, to the EVID™ (Electro-Voice® Innovative Design)
ceiling speaker line at this year’s NSCA, Booth #2109/2205/2306. The EVID
C8.2LP ceiling speaker is an addition to the existing EVID loudspeaker line – the
latest in high-quality, innovative foreground/background premium surface-mount
speaker systems. The C8.2LP is a low profile 8-inch two-way designed for ceiling
spaces with tight clearance. A rear cover, with provisions for a junction box fitting,
provides access to a 4-pin terminal block that allows direct connection to the
speaker with 12 gauge wire and provides pass through to additional speakers. A tile
bridge is included for safe suspension of the C8.2LP ceiling systems in a drop
ceiling that uses mineral wool, or other fiber-based ceiling tiles. The EVID line has
been designed to work together as a complete system in a wide range of different
ceiling constructions. They provide wide dispersion, high-efficiency, high-maximum
output, ease of installation, and wide-range reproduction of music or voice.
The EVID™ ceiling speaker line features five models to meet the needs of today’s
commercial sound contractor.
•

EVID C4.2, 4-inch two way, perfect for conventional rooms. Excellent
bandwidth in an aesthetic and unobtrusive installation profile.

•

EVID C8.2, 8-inch two way, incredible power handling and bass
performance for a ceiling speaker system. Perfect for installations that
demand high full-range audio performance in a flush-mount package.

•

EVID C8.2LP, 8-inch horn-loaded two way, but in a low profile back-can for
tight installation spaces.

•

EVID C8.2HC, 8-inch horn-loaded two way, ideal for high ceiling and
reverberant “problem” rooms. Patent pending horn-loaded design. Provides
for excellent intelligibility and definition. Great coverage control throughout
the voice spectrum and above. No other ceiling speaker system provides
the combination of excellent pattern control, wide bandwidth, high power
handling and compact design like the C8.2HC.

•

EVID C10.1, 10-inch driver, one of the only quick-mount ceiling-true
subwoofers available on the market. Flexible installation and powerful lowend performance make this the ideal companion to any EVID model.
(more)

For more information, call 1-800-392-3497, or visit www.electrovoice.com.
Electro-Voice is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc., a
leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless,
multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for commercial,
professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications markets its
products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV, Telex, RTS,
Dynacord, Midas, Klark Teknik, University and others.
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